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Treebanking
Propbanking

UMLS Relations

cTAKES Core Components
Sentence boundary detection 

(OpenNLP)

Tokenization
(rule-based)

Morphologic normalization
(NLM's "norm")

POS tagging
(OpenNLP)

Shallow parsing
(OpenNLP)

Named Entity Recognition
- Diseases/disorders, signs/symptoms, 

procedures, anatomical sites, medications
- Dictionary mapping (lookup algorithm)

- Machine Learning (MAWUI)

Negation and status identification
(NegEX)

Our Machine Learning Foundation

-  Robust Machine Learning systems can learn to produce 
structured outputs, given annotated training data

-   Semantic Role Labeling (accuracy – 80%-90%) 
      - For each predicate in each training sentence, extract a set of 

features that characterize each semantic argument with respect to 
its predicate.

      - Hand the whole set of training examples over to a supervised 
ML system (Support Vector Machine)

      - Result is a set of classifiers that can be applied to unseen 
sentences
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Semantic Roles: Who did What to Whom, 
When, Where, Why, How, etc.

Bell Atlantic Corp. said it will acquire one of Control Data 
Corp.'s computer-maintenance businesses
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! For each predicate in a sentence, 
assign  labels to sentence elements 
specifying  role relative to the predicate

Constituent Based Algorithms
Supervised Machine Learning 

Approaches to Language Processing
 - Obtain syntax tree for the sentence
- For each predicate:
       - For each node in the syntax tree:
             - Generate feature vector relative to the predicate
             - Classify feature vector using One versus All Support Vector 
               Machine (SVM) classifiers
             - Convert raw SVM scores to probabilities [Platt, 2000]
             - Create a lattice of arguments
       - Using an argument language model, perform Viterbi search on the 

lattice to obtain best sequence
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(S (NP-SBJ Analysts)
     (VP have
         (VP been
             (VP expecting
           (NP (NP a GM-Jaguar pact)
                   (SBAR (WHNP-1 that)
                (S (NP-SBJ *T*-1)
                           (VP would
             (VP give
                                  (NP the U.S. car maker)
                (NP (NP an eventual (ADJP 30 %) stake)
            (PP-LOC in (NP the British company))))))))))))

Analysts have been expecting a GM-Jaguar 
pact that  would give the U.S. car maker an 
eventual 30% stake in the British company.

Propbanking
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have been expecting
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pact

Arg0 Arg1

(S Arg0 (NP-SBJ Analysts)
     (VP have
         (VP been
             (VP expecting
           Arg1 (NP (NP a GM-Jaguar pact)
                   (SBAR (WHNP-1 that)
                      (S Arg0 (NP-SBJ *T*-1)
                           (VP would
                   (VP give 
                                        Arg2 (NP the U.S. car maker)
                   Arg1 (NP (NP an eventual (ADJP 30 %) stake)
             (PP-LOC in (NP the British company))))))))))))
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Arg0

Arg2

Arg1

expect(Analysts, GM-J pact)
give(GM-J pact, US car maker, 30% stake)

Roles:
       Arg0: expecter (Agent)
       Arg1: thing expected (Theme)

Example:  Transitive, active:

        Portfolio managers expect further declines in
        interest rates.

        Arg0:                   Portfolio managers
        REL:                   expect
        Arg1:                  further declines in interest rates

Roles:
       Arg0: giver (Agent)
       Arg1: thing given (Theme)
       Arg2: entity given to (Recipient)

Example:        double object
        The executives gave the chefs a standing  ovation.
        Arg0:                     The executives
        REL:                      gave
        Arg2:                     the chefs
        Arg1:                     a standing ovation

Frame File for expect

Frame File for give

- Nearly 2M words of Propbank annotated data (Newswire, Broadcast News, Talk Shows, Webtext)
- 5378 verb lemmas have frame files, 7212 verb senses (linked to Wordnet, VerbNet, FrameNet)

- Approach has been ported to Korean, Chinese, Arabic, Hindi, French
- Over 99% coverage of verbs in new documents

UMLS Relations

Endoscopic biopsy
(UMLS: Diagnostic Procedure)

diagnoses adenocarcinoma
(UMLS:Neoplastic Process)

brings about

Treatment as 
prescribed by Doctor

Example from a clinical note:

"Pathology showed 
invasive 

grade 3 (of 4) 
adenocarcinoma arising 

in a tubulovillous adenoma,
margins positive"

- Procedure
- Tumor Site
- Tumor Size
- Histology
- Grade
- Tumor extension
- Margins
- Lymph nodes

CAP Protocol ColoRectal Cancer

CLEAR, University of Colorado

Predicate argument structures for Clinical Notes

atat
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Event Relations and TimelineDuring a colonoscopy on June 2 a rectal mass was found.  
The rectal mass was biopsied and pathology showed invasive grade 3 (of 4) 

adenocarcinoma arising in a tubulovillous adenoma.

Therefore we have decided to start with a systemic chemotherapy, initiated with 5-FU
and Oxaliplatin
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    Coreference:

theme

Theme

Agent/cause

Agent

Bridging 
reference:

During a colonoscopy on June 2 a rectal mass was found.  
The rectal mass was biopsied and pathology showed invasive grade 3 (of 4) 

adenocarcinoma arising in a tubulovillous adenoma.

Therefore we have decided to start with a systemic chemotherapy, initiated with 5-FU
and Oxaliplatin

Addressing cTAKES challenges
bladder showed very mild trabeculation

trabeculated bladder

showed-trabeculation bladder

trabeculated bladder
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theme
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